Protein secondary structure content in solution, films and tissues: redundancy and complementarity of the information content in circular dichroism, transmission and ATR FTIR spectra.
The paper presents a simple and robust method to determine protein secondary structure from circular dichroism, transmission and attenuated total reflection (ATR) Fourier transform infrared spectra. It is found that the different spectroscopic methods bring valuable but roughly identical information on the secondary structure of proteins. ATR and transmission FTIR spectra display distinct differences, yet the secondary structure can be predicted from their spectra with roughly the same success. It is also found that one wavenumber or wavelength includes the large majority of the information correlated with secondary structure content and no more than 3 significant independent wavenumbers/wavelengths could be found for any of the spectroscopic data. This finding indicates that more complex linear combinations of the absorbance or ellipticities will not further improve secondary structure predictions. Furthermore, the information content in CD, transmission and ATR FTIR spectra is largely redundant. If combining CD and FTIR results in some improvement of structure prediction quality, the improvement is too modest to prompt spectroscopists to collect different spectroscopic data for structure prediction purposes. On the other hand, the data collected show that the quality of the FTIR spectrometers is such that biosensors or imaging methods sampling from 10(-9) to 10(-15) g yield spectra of sufficient quality to analyze protein secondary structure. These new techniques open the way to a new area of research, both in protein conformational response to ligand and imaging at sub-cellular scales.